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Top Insights

Briefing: This report uncovers the ways in which human behaviors, activities and connections with brands have shifted in the wake of economic uncertainty,
social unrest and an ongoing pandemic.This report takes a look at a variety of industries, perspectives and categories to identify experiences that people are
seeking and new rituals being adopted to cope with this change.
Takeaway: Brands seek to create meaningful connections with their end users that speak to the nuanced and intricate social contexts of today. There is a
continued push to innovate the once physical-only environments into a digital experience while continuing to address larger aspects of the human lived
experience.

Reevaluated Inclusive Brands are re-evaluating their businesses to support the Black community
Trend - Amid the resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement, brands are re-evaluating their business models to combat systematic racism. These initiatives include evaluating the number of products on their shelf
owned by Black business owners, funding budding Black-owned startups, and removing racist language in their coding. Insight - Protests continue throughout the globe as the world seeks to call out systemic racism amid
the wrongful death of Geroge Floyd, Rayshard Brooks, and far too many others. Thanks to social media, more consumers have become aware of the injustices the Black community faces, and are using these platforms to
call out brands that participate in the oppression of this community. As a result, they are turning to brands that go further than posting their outrage on [continued online]

Restaurant Replications Brands recreate restaurant experiences at-home
Trend - Though restaurants around the world have opened up with some restrictions and limitations still in place, at-home dining is still popular amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. To recreate dining out experiences for
consumers who miss it, some brands are creating restaurant-like meal courses and experiences to be enjoyed at home. Insight - For consumers who are still taking the pandemic seriously despite lifted restrictions on
public establishments, home entertainment, dining and recreation is still a priority. These individuals and families aim to fulfill their various needs and desires in the safety of their home for fear of contracting or spreading
viruses.

Personalized Sharing Brands release apps that allow for more intimate sharing between friends
Trend - Brands are creating apps or functions within apps that allow for sharing more personal details or moments between friends. Things that people normally wouldn't involve others in--like meditation or investing--are
being explored as ways to strengthen relationships. Insight - With more anonymous or anonymous-seeming platforms for people to interact on, consumers have become accustomed to being more personal in the
exchanges they have with others. These diminished formalities have resulted in a culture among Millennials and Gen Z where people are more willing to personal share information, moments and learn from one another,
and turn to platforms that facilitate this process.

Millennial Move Millennials are increasingly moving out of cities amid the COVID-19 pandemic
Trend - Developments and products, and campaigns that involve escapist or non-city living are being targeted with Millennial preferences in mind. These come as this generation begins moving back to suburbs, rural areas
or vacation-like destinations due to the circumstances surrounding COVID-19. Insight - The last several months have brought about mass changes around the world, and one of those is the moves that North American
Millennials in-particular are making away from city living. Whether it's to do with high living costs or no longer worrying about inconvenient commutes due to the influx of remote work, many Millennials cannot justify living
in expensive, populated areas when they can no longer afford to amidst reduced wages and job losses. Within this migration, this generation is seeking products [continued online]

Reevaluated Inclusiveo
Brands are re-evaluating their businesses to support the Black community
Trend - Amid the resurgence of the Black Lives Matter movement, brands are re-evaluating their business models to combat systematic racism. These initiatives include evaluating the
number of products on their shelf owned by Black business owners, funding budding Black-owned startups, and removing racist language in their coding.
Insight - Protests continue throughout the globe as the world seeks to call out systemic racism amid the wrongful death of Geroge Floyd, Rayshard Brooks, and far too many others.
Thanks to social media, more consumers have become aware of the injustices the Black community faces, and are using these platforms to call out brands that participate in the
oppression of this community. As a result, they are turning to brands that go further than posting their outrage on a superficial level and are seeking brands that actively find ways to
support Black communities with tangible plans of action.

Software-Branded Inclusive Projects

Microsoft Unveils 'United For Change' In Response to BLM

Increased Black-Owned Beauty Pledges
Brother Vellies Founder Launched 'The 15% Pledge'
Initiative

Solidarity Donation Initiatives
Glossier's $1 Million Supports Black-Owned Businesses and
BLM

Branded Anti-Racists Iniatitives
IBM Emb(race) Calls on Congress to Ensure Racial Equality
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Restaurant Replicationso
Brands recreate restaurant experiences at-home
Trend - Though restaurants around the world have opened up with some restrictions and limitations still in place, at-home dining is still popular amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. To
recreate dining out experiences for consumers who miss it, some brands are creating restaurant-like meal courses and experiences to be enjoyed at home.
Insight - For consumers who are still taking the pandemic seriously despite lifted restrictions on public establishments, home entertainment, dining and recreation is still a priority. These
individuals and families aim to fulfill their various needs and desires in the safety of their home for fear of contracting or spreading viruses.

Takeout Date Night Meals
Red Lobster is Offering Three New Date Night Meals for AtHome Dates

Multi-Course Meal Deliveries

isolish is an At-Home Culinary Celebration in Toronto

Meal Delivery Wine Samples
UK Deliveroo Customers Can Opt in to Receive a Free Wine
Sample

At-Home Steakhouse Experiences
Carl's Jr. x Nocking Point Wines Shares Burger and Wine Pairing
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Experiential Additiono
Retail brands are introducing new and engaging experiences amid COVID-19
Trend - Still betting on the experience economy, brands are launching retail initiatives that are designed to capture consumer attention. These activations are created with COVID-19
safety and hygiene guidelines in mind and while some are powered by technology, others draw inspiration from adjacent industries.
Insight - Much like in the pre-pandemic environment, contemporary consumers—especially Millennials and Gen Z—are prioritizing tangible experiences over concrete products. Since
COVID-19 guidelines have restricted many socially, individuals are increasingly eager to be engaged in substantial ways but are emphasizing the need for safety and hygiene protocols in
order to feel comfortable. When these needs are met, consumers are able to enjoy various activities with peace of mind.

Contactless
Sampling Kiosks

Retailer Street Art
Exhibits

Pop-Up Shipping Stores

The Mobile DHL Service Point is Unique in the
Shipping Industry
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Immersive Beauty Pop-Ups

The Chanel Chance Studio in Singapore is a PostCOVID Retail Space

Retail-Converted

Social Retail Stores

Burberry Announced It Will Create a SociallyIntegrated Retail Store in China

Drive-In Theaters
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Personalized Sharingo
Brands release apps that allow for more intimate sharing between friends
Trend - Brands are creating apps or functions within apps that allow for sharing more personal details or moments between friends. Things that people normally wouldn't involve others
in--like meditation or investing--are being explored as ways to strengthen relationships.
Insight - With more anonymous or anonymous-seeming platforms for people to interact on, consumers have become accustomed to being more personal in the exchanges they have
with others. These diminished formalities have resulted in a culture among Millennials and Gen Z where people are more willing to personal share information, moments and learn from
one another, and turn to platforms that facilitate this process.

Athletic Socialization Apps

The 'Fitsquad' App Lets Friends Challenge One
Another
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Meditative Friendship Apps

Headspace Minis Share Meditations to Do with a
Friend Within Snapchat

Investment Social Club Platforms

Voleo Lets Friends Invest Together, Partner on
Trades and More

Dating App Safety Updates

Grindr's Ursafe Partnership Heightens Security for
Users
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Millennial Moveo
Millennials are increasingly moving out of cities amid the COVID-19 pandemic
Trend - Developments and products, and campaigns that involve escapist or non-city living are being targeted with Millennial preferences in mind. These come as this generation begins
moving back to suburbs, rural areas or vacation-like destinations due to the circumstances surrounding COVID-19.
Insight - The last several months have brought about mass changes around the world, and one of those is the moves that North American Millennials in-particular are making away from
city living. Whether it's to do with high living costs or no longer worrying about inconvenient commutes due to the influx of remote work, many Millennials cannot justify living in
expensive, populated areas when they can no longer afford to amidst reduced wages and job losses. Within this migration, this generation is seeking products and services that cater to
their specific preferences.

Remote Worker Stays
Barbados Offers One Year Visa for Remote Workers

Rural-Urban Community Concepts
Expandable Modular Homes

Module's Home Designs are Designed to Adapt and
Grow
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The Orbit: Innisfil is a Vision for the City of the Future

Step-Through Frame Electric Bikes

The Daymak Maxie Large Fat Tire Foldable Electric
Bike is Comfy
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Cost-Effective Mindseto
Companies are launching affordable versions & features of their products
Trend - During the COVID-19 pandemic, companies are revamping their products and services with affordability in mind, in order to give options to consumers who have been impacted
financially. These offerings are geared toward making indulgences, educations, or personal goals more accessible.
Insight - Consumers, especially those who have been strongly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, are paying very close attention to their spending habits and this is affecting their
purchasing decisions. For many, this mindset will continue beyond the deployment of a vaccine since individuals are aware of the economic and scientific projections for the aftermath of
the virus. In this space, consumers seek out to continue on with their short and long-term plans in ways that won't cause too strong of a financial burden.

Low-Cost QSR
Family Meals

Shipping Container
Wedding Chapels

Portable Sauna Blankets

The HigherDOSE Infrared Sauna Blanket Offers an
On-the-Go Experience
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Virtual Home Improvement Retailers

ProduceShop is Europe's Largest Online Resource
for the Home

Stackable

Video Rental Store Sleepovers

Educational
Programs

The World's Last Blockbuster Location is Opening
as an Airbnb
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